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Tutorial description

 In this tutorial, DePalma presents the business drivers, metrics, 
and best practices associated with successful MT implementations. 
Based on current research at Common Sense Advisory and 
interviews with owners of deployed MT applications, he: 

– Analyzes the reasons most frequently advanced for MT usage

– Categorizes the selection criteria used by practitioners to determine their choice 
of rules-based or statistical engines

– Reviews future business-driven extensions of MT strategies intended to 
increase the return on MT investment 

 Attendees will learn what they need in order to build a business 
case for introducing MT to their organizations, whether they choose 
to implement it behind the firewall or work with translation agencies 
and other language service providers.



Market demand for local language



Drivers for more translation 



Choice: Human, machine, or zero translation 

 Challenge: Budgets, staffing, time, and a variety of other 
factors will always make organizations shy away from 
translating even a small fraction of the information they 
have at hand.

 Result: Most information will never be translated into 
even one language, much less into many languages. 

 Better response: Many companies and government 
agencies will consider MT as a way to maximize the 
amount of information available to customers and 
constituencies who speak other languages.



The big “Aha!” of MT

 At its core, MT provides access to otherwise 
inaccessible material. 

 Does the Korean text on the web page look like a bunch 
of squiggles to you? 

 Quickly determine whether the topic at hand is kimchee 
or ketones. 

 Over half of the non-Anglophone consumers that we 
surveyed said they use machine translation when they 
visit English-language sites



Whether you offer it or not, customers will – 
that has an impact on your brand or offer



Observation: There’s more pull than push MT

 Users actively pull OLMT content
 An increasing number of organizations push machine-

translated content to information consumers for support, 
documentation, and even some elementary marketing  



How good does MT have to be?

DARPA suggests that evaluators focus on three factors: 
2. “Adequacy” measures how much of the original 

meaning comes through in the translation 
3. “Informativeness” is the degree to which information 

consumers can find what they’re looking for and act on 
what they find

4. “Fluency” gauges linguistic factors such as spelling and 
word usage, along with the localization to a given 
country or market. 



How good does MT have to be?

“Good” depends on who is evaluating the output:
 Access is the top priority for information consumers. 

Adequacy and informativeness contribute to 
consumability, the biggest issue for anyone voluntarily 
using MT to understand foreign-language content.

 Information publishers face a tougher judge on quality. 
Anyone publishing MT content will be judged on the 
informational accuracy, linguistic quality, and 
actionability of the machine-translated content. 



How and where organizations deploy MT 



Where you can find MT in active use 

 Individuals cut, paste, and evaluate to get the gist
 Some companies and government agencies push raw 

MT through their websites
 Some LSPs have built practices around it
 Some hardware and software developers use it to 

translate externalized strings, product codes, etc.
 Several companies offer customer-facing MT’ed support
 Increasing use of MT for documentation and even for 

marketing materials on website



More ambitious applications assume friendly users



The business of machine translation 

 Commercial solutions available today
 Future solutions
 Open-source
 Integrators
 LSP offerings



SWOT analysis of MT offerings

Strengths
 Alternative to zero 

translation 
 Faster, cheaper, more 

volume
 Ready for action – in 

both popular mindset 
and among techies

Weaknesses:
 No one-stop shopping
 Heavy upfront cost
 Small suppliers
 Fiefdoms
 GIGO
 “Click-to-translate” 

phenomenon



SWOT analysis of MT offerings

Opportunities:
 Information discovery
 Translator productivity 

improvements
 Integration with XML 

strategies
 Web service nexus
 Languages of limited 

demand

Threats:
 Zero translation 
 Pervasive concerns with 

quality
 Human translator 

resistance



Techno-religious debate

 Rules, statistics, or none of the above
 Definition of different MT types
 Hybridization
 Discussion of market offerings



Content suitability for machine translation 



Content suitability for machine translation (cont’d) 



Technology probe: pros and cons

 Rules-based
 Statistical
 Hybrid
 Context-based
 Knowledge-based



Evaluating MT systems

 Ask potential suppliers to produce sample translations 
of representative samples of the materials you expect to 
feed into their MT engines

 Bring in human evaluators to determine whether the 
translation quality meets your application requirements

 Use industry metrics:
– BLEU

– NIST

– F-Measure



Software license or service costs

 Free to the consumer on the web
 Subscriptions and per-job pricing
 Desktop client
 Server
 As a service



The decision matrix

 Language choice 
 Platform – server or service
 Integration with technology stack
 Integration with content life cycle
 Level of required quality
 Performance



MT desiderata



MT desiderata (cont’d)



Building the business case for machine 
translation – an exercise in business rationales
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